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AspenTech can be Comparable to the Likes of Google in the 
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AspenTech is positioned as a company with the ability to help petrochemical plants derive maximum 

benefit from minimum investment with increased productivity. The company also helps to minimize 

the energy costs of an oil refinery. 

brand, AspenTech is a process manufactu

pharmaceuticals, engineering and construction and other proces

 

HS Kim, country manager of AspenTech Korea encapsulates the company’s vision with one word, 

optimization, and added that manufacturers use aspenONE to enhance productivity, increase profits, 

reduce costs and achieve energy efficiency in 

PIMS assay management capabilities as turnkey optimization solutions to increase profits and drive 

the most profitable crude selection decisions, Kim added that Aspen PIMS allows more accurate 

scenario prediction by providing features such as easy add, modify and re

 

HS Kim has a PhD in chemical engineering from Sogang University Korea.

 

Founded in 1981, AspenTech was the result of a joint research project

Process Engineering (ASPEN) between MI

US, approximately 1,300 employees are working in 27 countries. Set u

office has four major petroleum companies including SK, GS Caltex, LG Chemical, Honam 

Petrochemical Corporation, Samsung Total, Yeochun NCC, etc. as its customers. In addition, 

AspenTech’s solution has also been adopted by major 

 

Next year, OPTIMIZE 2013 global conference will be 

o the Likes of Google in the Chemical Engineering Sector
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AspenTech is positioned as a company with the ability to help petrochemical plants derive maximum 

benefit from minimum investment with increased productivity. The company also helps to minimize 

 Well known within the targeted verticals but not yet

brand, AspenTech is a process manufacturing software leader for verticals such as energy, chemicals, 

pharmaceuticals, engineering and construction and other process industry sectors.  

HS Kim, country manager of AspenTech Korea encapsulates the company’s vision with one word, 

optimization, and added that manufacturers use aspenONE to enhance productivity, increase profits, 

reduce costs and achieve energy efficiency in today’s energy conscious society. Introducing 

PIMS assay management capabilities as turnkey optimization solutions to increase profits and drive 

the most profitable crude selection decisions, Kim added that Aspen PIMS allows more accurate 

ediction by providing features such as easy add, modify and re-cut assay.  

HS Kim has a PhD in chemical engineering from Sogang University Korea. 

nded in 1981, AspenTech was the result of a joint research project called Advanced System for 

between MIT and the US Department of Energy. Headquartered in the 

US, approximately 1,300 employees are working in 27 countries. Set up in 1995, AspenTech Korea 

office has four major petroleum companies including SK, GS Caltex, LG Chemical, Honam 

Petrochemical Corporation, Samsung Total, Yeochun NCC, etc. as its customers. In addition, 

AspenTech’s solution has also been adopted by major Engineering & Construction companies. 

Next year, OPTIMIZE 2013 global conference will be held from May 6-8, in Boston.  
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benefit from minimum investment with increased productivity. The company also helps to minimize 
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HS Kim, country manager of AspenTech Korea encapsulates the company’s vision with one word, 

optimization, and added that manufacturers use aspenONE to enhance productivity, increase profits, 

today’s energy conscious society. Introducing Aspen 

PIMS assay management capabilities as turnkey optimization solutions to increase profits and drive 

the most profitable crude selection decisions, Kim added that Aspen PIMS allows more accurate 
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